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Weekend Recap

MORE STATE NEWS

Card draining, or stealing numbers from poorly packaged unsold gift cards, and then spending the balance before a consumer who buys it can, is one of the costliest and most "Card draining," or stealing numbers from poorly packaged unsold gift cards and then spending the balance before a consumer who buys it can, is one of the costliest and most... "Card draining," or stealing numbers from poorly packaged unsold gift cards and then spending the balance before a consumer who buys it can, is one of the costliest and most...

WHAT WE'RE READING

A bill that would define "sex-based" terms based on a person's reproductive system, instead of sex assigned at birth, was approved by the Colorado Senate. The bill, sponsored by state Sen. Keri Kohn, would make it illegal for a state or local government to discriminate against or deny protection to a person based on whether a person's reproductive system... A bill that would define "sex-based" terms based on a person's reproductive system, instead of sex assigned at birth, was approved by the Colorado Senate. The bill, sponsored by state Sen. Keri Kohn, would make it illegal for a state or local government to discriminate against or deny protection to a person based on whether a person's reproductive system...

MORE STATE NEWS

More recently, state school boards have been at odds over sex-related issues in schools. One school board in New York recently banned... More recently, state school boards have been at odds over sex-related issues in schools. One school board in New York recently banned...

REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK

Weekend Recap

A March day in Dearborn, Michigan, was perfect for a bike ride. The morning sun warmed my skin as I pedaled down the streets. The... A March day in Dearborn, Michigan, was perfect for a bike ride. The morning sun warmed my skin as I pedaled down the streets. The...

Thanks so much for reading today's edition of Stateline Daily. Enjoy your Monday!
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